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Goals of NLU

A handful of broad goals, and ignoring internal tensions:

• Insights into language and society
• Insights into computation
• Insights into human cognition
• Solve a major sub-problem of Artificial Intelligence
• Computers that can do our most tedious, dangerous, and/or

high-precision language-oriented tasks
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Technological and cognitive goals
Allen (1987:2):

[T]here can be two underlying motivations for building a
computational theory. The technological goal is simply to
build better computers, and any solution that works would
be acceptable. The cognitive goal is to build a
computational analog of the human-language-processing
mechanism; such a theory would be acceptable only
after it had been verified by experiment.

[. . . ]
Thus, the technological goal cannot be realized without
using sophisticated underlying theories that are on the
level being developed by theoretical linguists. On the
other hand, the present state of knowledge about natural
language processing is so preliminary that attempting to
build a cognitively correct model is not feasible.
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What is understanding? Some possible answers

To understand a statement is to

• determine its truth (perhaps with justification); and/or
• calculate its entailments; and/or
• take appropriate action in light of it; and/or
• translate it accurately into another language; and/or
• ground it in a cognitively realistic conceptual space; and/or
• . . .
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Turing’s (1950) ‘imitation game’ (the Turing test)

Turing replaced “Can machines think?”,
which he regarded as “too meaningless to
deserve discussion” (p. 442), with the ques-
tion whether an interrogator could be tricked
into thinking that a machine was a human
using only conversation (no visuals, no de-
mands for physical performance, etc.).

“May not machines carry out something
which ought to be described as thinking but
which is very different from what a man
does? This objection is a very strong one,
but at least we can say that if, nevertheless, a
machine can be constructed to play the imita-
tion game satisfactorily, we need not be trou-
bled by this objection.” (p. 435)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Turing_test
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Objections to the imitation game
Turing considers nine objections. The following have played
significant roles in the scientific debate since then:

1. The theological objection (p. 443)
“Thinking is a function of man’s immortal soul. God has given an
immortal soul to every man and woman, but not to any-other
animal or to machines. Hence no animal or machine can think.”

Turing’s reply: we want to allow that God could imbue an elephant
with the power to think, so why not a machine?

Proponent: this has no prominent modern proponents, as far as I
know, but Chomsky takes the position that, as a matter of usage,
we use think only for humans and human-like entities, but he adds
that this question is a uninteresting as holding birds up as the
definitive case of flying and then asking whether jets really fly.
http://www.framingbusiness.net/archives/1366
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Objections to the imitation game
Turing considers nine objections. The following have played
significant roles in the scientific debate since then:

3. The Mathematical Objection (p. 444)
“There are a number of results of mathematical logic which can be
used to show that there are limitations to the powers of
discrete-state machines.”

Turing’s reply: it hasn’t been shown that the brain doesn’t suffer
from the same limitations.

Proponent: Penrose (1990), who calls on inferences from Gödel’s
incompleteness results (anticipated by Turing).
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Objections to the imitation game
Turing considers nine objections. The following have played
significant roles in the scientific debate since then:

4. The Argument from Consciousness
The machine must have a rich, human-like cognitive life, and we
must be able to verify that.

Turing’s reply: in weak (behavioral) form, this is fine. In strong
form, it leads us to question whether other humans can think.

Proponents: Penrose (1990) and Chalmers (1997).
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Searle’s Chinese Room Argument
The thought experiment (see Searle 1980, 1990; Cole 2009)
Imagine yourself in a room containing a basketful of symbols from a language L
that you don’t understand, along with a rule book (written in English) for matching
symbols in L with other symbols in L . People outside the room pass you strings
of symbols in L , you follow your rules, and pass them back symbols in L . The rule
book is so good that the symbols you pass back are indistinguishable from the
replies of a native speaker of L . You would pass the Turing test, but (Searle says)
no one would say you understand.

Responses:

• The room understands.

• There is no reason to believe
Searle’s axiom “syntax by itself is
neither constitutive of nor sufficient
for semantics” (Churchland and
Churchland 1990).
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replies of a native speaker of L . You would pass the Turing test, but (Searle says)
no one would say you understand.

Computer programs are formal (syntactic).
Human minds have mental contents (semantics)

ings. That is the principle on which the
Chinese room argument works.
I emphasize these points here partly

because it seems to me the Church-
lands [see "Could a Machine Think?"
by Paul M. Churchland and Patricia
Smith Churchland, page 32] have not
quite understood the issues. They
think that strong AI is claiming that
computers might turn out to think
and that I am denying this possibility
on commonsense grounds. But that is
not the claim of strong AI, and my
argument against it has nothing to do
with common sense.
I will have more to say about

their objections later. Meanwhile I
should point out that, contrary to
what the Churchlands suggest, the
Chinese room argument also refutes
any strong-AI claims made for the new
parallel technologies that are inspired
by and modeled on neural networks.
Unlike the traditional von Neumann
computer, which proceeds in a step-
by-step fashion, these systems have
many computational elements that
operate in parallel and interact with
one another according to rules in-
spired by neurobiology. Although the
results are still modest, these "parallel
distributed processing," or "connec-
tionist," models raise useful questions
about how complex, parallel network
systems like those in brains might
actually function in the production of
intelligent behavior.

The parallel, "bralnlike" character of
the processing, however, is irrelevant
to the purely computational aspects
of the process. Any function that can
be computed on a parallel machine
can also be computed on a serial ma-
chine. Indeed, because parallel ma-
chines are still rare, connectionist pro-
grams are usually run on traditional
serial machines. Parallel processing,
then, does not afford a way around the
Chinese room argument.
What is more, the connectionist sys-

tem is subject even on its own terms
to a variant of the objection present-
ed by the original Chinese room ar-
gument. Imagine that instead of a Chi-
nese room, I have a Chinese gym: a
hall containing many monolingual, En-
glish-speaking men. These men would
carry out the same operations as the
nodes and synapses in a connection-
ist architecture as described by the
Churchlands, and the outcome would
be the same as having one man ma-
nipulate symbols according to a rule
book. No one in the gym speaks a
word of Chinese, and there is no way
for the system as a whole to learn
the meanings of any Chinese words.
Yet with appropriate adjustments, the
system could give the correct answers
to Chinese questions.
There are, as I suggested earlier,

interesting properties of connection-
ist nets that enable them to simulate
brain processes more accurately than

traditional serial architecture does.
But the advantages of parallel archi-
tecture for weak AI are quite irrele-
vant to the issues between the Chinese
room argument and strong AI.
The Churchlands miss this point

when they say that a big enough Chi-
nese gym might have higher-level
mental features that emerge from the
size and complexity of the system,
just as whole brains have mental fea-
tures that are not had by individual
neurons. That is, of course, a possibili-
ty, but it has nothing to do with com-
putation. Computationally, serial and
parallel systems are equivalent: any
computation that can be done in par-
allel can be done in serial. If the man in
the Chinese room is computationally
equivalent to both, then if he does not
understand Chinese solely by virtue of
doing the computations, neither do
they. The Churchlands are correct in
saying that the original Chinese room
argument was designed with tradi-
tionalAi in mindbut wrong in thinking
that connectionism is immune to the
argument. It applies to any computa-
tional system. You can't get semanti-
cally loaded thought contents from
formal computations alone, whether
they are done in serial or in parallel;
that is why the Chinese room argu-
ment refutes strong AI in any form.

Many people who are impressed
by this argument are none-
theless puzzled about the dif-

ferences between people and comput-
ers. If humans are, at least in a triv-
ial sense, computers, and if humans
have a semantics, then why couldn't
we give semantics to other com-
puters? Why couldn't we program a
Vax or a Cray so that it too would
have thoughts and feelings? Or why
couldn't some new computer technol-
ogy overcome the gulf between form
and content, between syntax and se-
mantics? What, in fact, are the differ-
ences between animal brains and com-
puter systems that enable the Chinese
room argument to work against com-
puters but not against brains?
The most obvious difference is that

the processes that define something
as a computer-computational proc-
esses-are completely independent
of any reference to a specific type of
hardware implementation. One could
in principle make a computer out of
old beer cans strung together with
wires and powered by windmills.
But when it comes to brains, al-

though science is largely ignorant of
how brains function to produce men-
tal states, one is struckby the extreme
specificity of the anatomy and the
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A worry based on the first Turing Test (Loebner prize)
Shieber (1994) offers an entertaining and insightful overview.

Cynthia Clay, the Shakespeare aficionado, was thrice
misclassified as a computer. At least one of the judges
made her classifications on the premise that “[no] human
would have that amount of knowledge about
Shakespeare” [26]. Lisette Gozo was honored as the
most human of the agents for her discussion of women’s
clothing, although one judge rated two computer
programs above her.

One reporter noted that Weizenbaum himself was
“disturbed” by how easily people were fooled by these
programs [26], and more than one of the judges reported
that they were disappointed in the programs’ capabilities
after their expectations had been raised by interacting
with ELIZA in the interviewing process.

[Egads; see slide 11 —CP]
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Human-level or complementary to humans?
From ‘The Challenge and Promise of Artificial Intelligence’, with
Peter Norvig and Eric Horvitz (Nov 30, 2011; 51 min. in)

http://www.kqed.org/a/radiospecials/R201111302000

Moderator: How far are we away from human intelligence? Just
take a gamble.

Peter Norvig: Well, first of all, I object to that, because I think
that’s a low target to aim at. [Audience laughs.] Right, ’cause
certainly there’s lots of things already that computers are much,
much better than people at. [. . . ] We want to be able to say, “What
is it that humans can’t do that computers can do better?” Now, part
of that may be that the computers want to have some basic
competency at the human-level in order to interact with us better.
But the goal shouldn’t be human-level performance. The goal
should be super-human partnership.
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The history of NLU

Rough overview of the progression:

1 Pattern-matching using a small set of hand-built rules
2 Pattern-matching with large corpora/databases
3 Linguistically rich, logically-informed systems, usually

grounded in highly structured databases
4 Statistical models that use mixtures of the above and strive for

wide coverage and error tolerance
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Eliza (Weizenbaum 1966)

1 User: You are like my father in some ways.
2 ELIZA: What resemblance do you see
3 User: You are not very aggressive but I think you don’t want

me to notice that.
4 ELIZA: What makes you think I am not aggressive?
5 User: You don’t argue with me.
6 ELIZA: Why do you think I don’t argue with you?
7 User: You are afraid of me.
8 ELIZA: Does it please you to believe I am afraid of you?

Rewrite user’s reply by (i) swapping 1st and 3rd person, (ii)
interpolating stock phrases, and (iii) using scores to rank possible
transformations.
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STUDENT (Bobrow 1964)

Sample input (p. 54)
“If the number of customer Tom gets is twice the square of 20% of
the number of advertisement he runs, and the number of
advertisements he runs is 45, what is the number of customers
Tom gets?”

Overview of the method
1 Map referential expressions to variables.
2 Use regular expression templates to identify and transform

mathematical predications.
3 Let the computer solve the resulting transformed set of

statements using a kind of constraint satisfaction.
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Corpus-based approaches

Method
1 Store and index a large collection of texts.
2 (Impose additional structure: tagging, parsing, contextual

metadata, etc.)
3 Accept input sentences and match them to relevant sentences

using some metric.

For an overview of early examples, see Simmons 1970. This is still
how most modern question-answering systems work, including
Watson (Ferrucci et al. 2010).

13 / 25
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Procedural systems
Winograd (1972): full-grounded system that parses the user’s
input, maps it to logical form, interprets that logical form in its
world, and then tries to take appropriate action.

http://hci.stanford.edu/winograd/shrdlu/

One project did succeed. Terry
Winograd’s program SHRDLU
could use English intelligently,
but there was a catch: the only
subject you could discuss was a
micro-world of simulated blocks.

Compare with Watson (Ferrucci et al. 2010):

http://www-03.ibm.com/innovation/us/watson/
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Logical systems

Focus on mapping text to logical forms and interpreting them in a
(usually hand-built) database.

• Chat-80 (Pereira and Warren 13; Warren and Pereira 1982):
Prolog program with a database that allowed users to pose
queries about world geography. Chat-80 is still distributed,
and there is a Python/NLTK module for working with it:
• http://www.cis.upenn.edu/˜pereira/oldies.html
• http://www.nltk.org/

• SRI’s Core Language Engine (Alshawi et al. 1988): Prolog
system for mapping texts to a predicate calculus.

15 / 25
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Discourse models
Beyond sentence meaning
In the late 1970s, researchers began focussing on studying
discourse-level phenomena like intonational meaning, anaphora
and coreference, conversational implicature, presuppositions,
connotations, and other phenomena that typically involve going
beyond the encoded content to resolve underspecification and
extract implicit meaning (Grosz 1977; Hobbs 1979; Sidner 1979;
Webber 1979).

Scripts and comprehensive understanding
The Story Understanding Paradigm of Roger Schank and his
students and fellow-travelers (Yale, 1969-1988) sought to achieve
comprehensive understanding of unconstrained texts. The
over-arching idea was to reduce all communication to a set of
scripts (Schank 1969, 1977; Schank and Abelson 1977; Lehnert
1977; DeJong 1982).
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The statistical revolution
• The statistical revolution of the mid-to-late 1990s profoundly

affected all aspects of NLP.
• It was initially detrimental to NLU researchers turned to more

constrained problems to explore the new approaches. (But
see Ng and Zelle 1997.)

• At present, NLU is enjoying a renaissance. There is a feeling
that NLP has sufficient mastery of the statistical techniques
and the initial set of problems that it is appropriate to build on
them to achieve the goals of NLU.

• As a result, all of the above approaches are being employed,
often with modern new mixes: logical approaches
(MacCartney 2009), including probabilistic logics (Richardson
and Domingos 2006; McCallum et al. 2008), rule-based and
script-based interpretation (Lee et al. 2011; Chambers 2011),
typically with the backing of very large semi-structured or
unstructured databases (like the Web).
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Connections with nearby fields

• NLU is a large part of NLP. The boundaries are unclear; even
apparently superficial tasks might be influenced by semantic
and pragmatic inference.

• (Relationship of our class to CS224N: similar structure and
style, significant overlap in content, but substantial shift in
emphasis. This one omits many NLP topics, expands on
others, and includes some topics that don’t get covered at all
over there. Also somewhat less math-heavy.)

• NLU has relatively little overlap with formal semantics, though
this might change as NLU re-embraces logical approaches

• NLU arguably contains computational semantics; whereas the
goal of computational semantics is an understanding of
sentence meaning and inference, NLU seeks true utterance
understanding.
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And now over to Bill . . .
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There’s a large iguana on my sofa. 

There’s a big lizard on my couch.  
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The bass guitar is a stringed instrument played primarily … 

… the string and wind bass instruments are usually … 

Smallmouth bass anglers often use smaller versions … 

… coverage of professional tournament bass fishing … 

The bass guitar is a stringed instrument played primarily … 

El bajo es un instrumento de cuerdas que se toca principalmente … 

… coverage of professional tournament bass fishing … 

... la cobertura de los profesionales torneo de pesca de la lubina ... 
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Hi I'm Noreen and I once drank a bottle of wine in under 4 minutes 

SHE DRANK A BOTTLE OF JACK?! harleyabshireblondie. 

he drank a bottle of beer like any man 

I topped off some salted peanuts and drank a bottle of water 

The partygoers drank a bottle of champagne. 

MR WEST IS DEAD AS A HAMMER HE DRANK A BOTTLE OF ROGAINE 

aug 29th 2010 i drank a bottle of Odwalla Pomegranate Juice and got ... 

The 3 of us drank a bottle of Naga Viper Sauce ... 

We drank a bottle of Lemelson pinot noir from Oregon ($52) 

she drank a bottle of bleach nearly killing herself, "to clean herself from her wedding" 
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Legal scholars such as Erwin Chemerinsky, dean of the UC Irvine School of Law, … 

… in the form of generalized online communities such as Theglobe.com … 

Many animals such as tubeworms, vent mussels, vent crabs, and vent shrimps, … 

Remove all MIME encodings, such as content-transfer encoding, … 

is abundant in green, leafy vegetables such as collard greens, spinach, and kale. 

Should performance enhancing drugs (such as steroids) be accepted in sports? 

Some states, such as Colorado, don't require much farming to get a tax-saving … 
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Born in 1955, Bill Gates is the co-founder, chairman, and former 

CEO of Microsoft, the world’s largest software company, with 

revenues of $70 billion per year. 

yearOfBirth(Bill Gates, 1955)!

founder(Bill Gates, Microsoft)!

chairman(Bill Gates, Microsoft)!

revenues(Microsoft, $70 billion)!
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John broke the window. 

John broke the window with a rock. 

The rock broke the window. 

The window broke. 

The window was broken by John. 
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If the number of customers Tom gets is twice the square of … 
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Move the red block on top of the smaller green one. 
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What are the capitals of the countries bordering the Baltic? 
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What  are  the  capitals  of  the  countries  bordering  the  Baltic? 

???!

???!???!???!???!

???!

???!
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What are the capitals of the countries bordering the Baltic? 

λx ∃y capital(x, y) # country(y) # border(y, Baltic)!
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What  are  the  capitals  of  the  countries  bordering  the  Baltic? 

λx ∃y capital(x, y) # country(y) # border(y, Baltic)!

Baltic!λx λy border(y, x)!λy country(y)!λx λy capital(x, y)!

λy border(y, Baltic)!

λy country(y) # border(y, Baltic)!
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Texas borders Kansas. border(Texas, Kansas)!

What is the capital of Utah? λx capital(x, Utah)!

What states border Maine? λx state(x) # border(x, Maine)!

Maine does not border Utah. ¬border(Maine, Utah)!

Every state has a capital. ∀x state(x) → ∃y capital(y, x)!

Austin is the capital of Texas. capital(Austin, Texas)!
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•! X causes Y  !  X can lead to Y  !  Y is triggered by X  !  Y is attributed to X  !  … 

P.  Twenty-five of the dead were members of the law enforcement agencies 

and the rest of the 67 were civilians. 

H.  25 of the dead were civilians. 
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Discourse and context
In the discourse and context unit, we will go (way) beyond the
encoded semantic content to try to capture something more like
utterance meaning. The specific topics we’ve chosen:

• Hedges: the methods speakers employ for indicating their
confidence and commitment

• Sentiment analysis: how information about attitudes,
perspectives, and emotions is conveyed.

• Textual coherence: the often invisible glue that binds
sentences together

• Discourse and dialogue: interactional aspects of language

These topics do not exhaust the space, but we think they provide a
good sample of the problems and approaches, which should make
it possible for you to pursue other areas (coreference,
presupposition, connotation, speech acts, . . . ) if you wish.
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